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EDITORIAL 

Issue <27/28> of ASSAP JEWS, the 

journal of the Assiciation for the 

Scientific Study of Anomalous 

Phenomena is UnUSU!!lly full Of 

controversy. An article appears by 

Xarion Sunderland <of Alien Contact 

fame> in which she argues vehemently 

for the witness in the centre of an 

investigation to be taken seriously 

and to be treated w1 th more respect. 

Marion bad in fact complai ned to this 

magazine last year about Nigel 

Watson's series of articles on the 

Sunderland case. Her argument seems 

to be that other investigators not 

directly concerned wi th a case should 

not wri te about it and comment on the 

witness/es involved, especially if 

they are unsure of the facts. 

sympathise with this but it is not 

that simple. Vi tnesses are basically 

11ll we have to gone on in ufology as 

in most other forms of anomalous 

phenomena investigation work, and as 

Xarion says: 'no witnesses no 

ufologists'. However, because we have 

only the witness to go on then it is 

bound to happen that the witness, 

especially in an important event such 

as the Sunderland CE4, comes under 

scruti ny and comment from people not 

directly involved. This is not in 

itself a bad thing 11nd may well lead 

to some insight which could lead to 

that case being resolved, and if that 

should be so I can see nothing wrong 

with it. The real problem comes (and 

this is what Xarion alleges has 

happened> when people comment on 

personal! ties when they are not in 

full possession of the facts. Again, 

I sympathise but investigators cannot 

treat witnesses vi th kid gloves. If 

people report anomalous events to 

researchers then 

every effort to 

they must 

be made 

expect 

by that 

researcher to 'solve' the case, to 

find a reason why it h11ppened, no 

matter how unpalatable to the witness 

the result may be. The right of a 

researcher to theorise about a 

witness should also be upheld. 

Equally, the witness has every right 

to their privacy and confidentiality 

1f they so wish it. Furthermore a 

witness bas the right of reply 11nd 

can <should) respond to allegations 

made about their c11se which are 

demonstrably untrue. This can only 

help in the search for a solution to 

the case. What investigators cannot 

and must not do is believe a witness 

just because they say something 

ocurred, nor should we disbelieve 

them. Lets face it even the police, 

much vaunted as credible witnesses 

frequently make gross mistakes in 

judgement, often as a result of their 

character and pre-disposition to 

believe. This applies equally to 

witnesses to anomalous events 11nd to 

those who investigate them. It boils 

down to a matter of open mindedness 

until a solution is r e11ched. Open· 

mindedness on behalf of both the 

investigator 11nd the 1nvestig11ted. 
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CURRENT TNVESTTGATTONS 

By fr'YUFORG RESEARCH 

LBVBL C INVESIIGATION: HULL 29/ 7/ 86 

T.tme: 20:50 BST 

Duration: 15-45 sees. 

Vi tnesses: 3 

The adjacent report 

Hull Daily Mail last 

investigations began 

appeared in the 

July. VYUFORG 

after receiving 

TEL.:01·588·3671 the cutting and were conducted by post. 

103 WHITECROSS STREET. LONDON EClY 8QT Firstly we quote from Kr Mason's letter 

HULL DAILY MAIL 
84-84 J~MSOI Sh·ut. Hull !I.Ul au., I '9nL 

.; OsStllr l l oo 

to us: "Ky children and I bad been 

watching 'allo 'allo on TV on Tuesday 

29/7/86 and as the program finished at CIRC. UO,:IO:I ~lltC DATE 

Cottingham 
family's 
.UFO mystery 
A 1111/STERY sl~ltllng In lite 
skies over llull h:u len 

8:50 they went out into the garden to 

put their bikes away in the garage. My son Alex who is very 

keen on aircraft and recogntion spotted an object in the sky 

'

at the same time as my daughter Beverly. Alex told Beverly 

to tell me and she rushed into the house exitedly saying 

1 Collln~born rarnily there was a rocket in the sky. Thinking she meant someone 
wondtrinll U llacy havt -a 
a UFO. · Mr Derek Mason and his had let off fireworks I went into the garden and saw what 
children Beverley (7) and d Alex (9) watched in amaze· locke like a rocket travelling from west to east. It was 
mcnt last night as the 
mysrcry object shot across rocket shaped and I could not see any wings or tail plane. 
1hc sky before disappearing 
over lhc aly. The rear end of the rocket was brightly lit like the burners 

of jet planes but was much brighter and the light seemed to 

' take up the whole of the rear. I was puzzled that the rocket 

Mr Mason said Alex and 
Beverley had come rushing 
into the house Jn Burton 
Road at aboul 8.S0pm, say
ing they had seen a rocket. 

WhenMrMasonwenlout :was travelling horizontal instead of vertical and was moving 
in1o lhe back garden he said 1 
he saw a long lube like !slowly. 
object with a bright lighl at l 
the back moving aeross the · There was no smoke, noise or white jet trail. The colour 
skr,. 

'Wo could see" it very · of the tube was silvery grey with white "-"tches similar to 
clearly." he said. •'It was r-
c:olourcd$0rnc.tlling .bctw_cen sun glinting off a car roof. I estimate that the object was 
grey and whne wtlh tight 
P~lcltes. I ~uld not sec any travelling towards the centre of Hull whe re it appeared to 
wtngs, and n made no sound. 
whalsoevcr." . change direction so that all we 

could see was the rear br.tgbt light. It was as bright as a star but of a dirty 

Hhite or cream colour. lr'e w11tcbed tbe ligbt for sevenl seconds and then it 

suddenly vanished completely. It is difficult to judge size but :my iJIJpression 

was tbat tbe tube shape Has longer than a fighter jet plane at tbat distance and 

the width of the tube w11s greater. It seemed to 1110re the size of half a Boeing 
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737 fuselage. Shortly aftertfSrds I asked .Alex to drtHf Hhat be bad seen and I 

drew my drawing seperately. As you can see bis draHing differs fro111 Jlline. He is 

quite good at draHing aeroplanes and I doubt if be HOuld have iliiDagined peculiar 

shaped fins. His 'jet• at the rear is in effect tbe same as my bright light. THO 

days after seeing the object I spoke to a friend .tn XJJ'rket Veigbton and found 

that her daugh ter bad seen tbe same object on the evening of the 29/7/86 

VYUFORG Comment 

The report 

enough detail 

from Mr Mason contains 

to be able to make some 

form of reasonable preliminary BttlvUT LJ G-In' 

evaluation. 

had some 

Ve felt that this sighting R>CL FG\J S<Zc.Di'Jf:>S 
Tl-ltc:rJ Non+rNr-. 

natural explanation and t~ ~ 

possibilities emerged. 

I> Aircraft: This explanatiom was 

considered for a number of reasons. The 

drawings by both Kr Mason and his son 

were representative of aircraft seen 

from unusual angles. Alex• in particular 

compared favorably with an aeroplane but 

could have been exaggerated by his /t 

--LfiS'r 

SI&WntVG-

imagination and the 

aircraft spotter. 

fact that was a keen 

There were also a c ~-F1Cl.S7" 
--------2 .Si G-1/"T'ItJ(r 

number of coloured lights to the rear of 

the object which may have been aircraft 

tail lights. If it was an aircraft, no 

sound was heard and this would indicate 

that the plane was travelling at high 

altitude which would make 1 t appear to 

be moving slowly. Also aspects of the 

sighting are concurrent with sunlight 

reflecting and giving a bright distorted 

image, from a high altitude jet• s 

fuselage. Vhen we ran the time data 

through a computer program it showed D!Ulw ltJGS Ott D a.A MASOrJ 
that on this evening the sun would have 

set at 21:22 BST in a li1fW direction. 
9:3o f'.f'1. 2qj7/86 

Taking into account the witness 
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testimomy tbllt "Tbe tube WliS silver !Jrey witb wbite ptttcbes, silllilllr to sun 

!Jlintin!J off a cllr roof", the time of the sighting taking place only twelve 

minutes before the sun set <and at this time was just above the horizon at VRY 

at altitude of about 3 degrees), and the angle of elevation estimated at 35 

degrees, an aircraft explanation is feasable. The object being at low elevataion 

could have caught the suns bright rays as it set and reflected off its metallic 

surface thus distorting the image. 

2> Meteor/Space debris burn up: Although the duration of between 15-45 

seconds is quite lenghty, the manner in which the object just disappeared and 

had a rear which was "Bri!Jbtly lit like tbe burners of jet plllnes", could be 

condusive to this theory. The bright tail of the debris would give off vivid 

col ours as it entered the atmosphere buring up as it did and then fading out. 

This would also explain the noiseless aspect of the case. 

It is certainly worth noting that Xr .114son commented that: "Finally, my 

overall feelin!J of tbe experience was of wonderliiBnt lllld cooteotedness ... ". This 

is often found in UFO cases but does not always signify a strange event, only 

the perception and assumption of one <see Brighouse/Bradford Disc case in UFO 

BRIG!iTIA 24>. 

Conclusion: A lack of sufficient data for the report means our conclusion must 

be insufficient data, however we think a natural explanation is likely. The case 

is left open until further data can be obtained regarding the meteor/debris 

aspect . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ANNQUHCEMENT 

The next issue of UFO BRIGAJTI! will be issue 25, but instead of having a 

May/June & a July/Aug issues we are amalgamating the two into a bumper 1947-87 

40th anniversary of UFO's issue. It will be almost double the size and besides 

the usual features will have some suprises. Although it will be a double issue 

(with a higher cover price>, it will count as only one issue for subscribers. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

EXCAI.IBUR BOOKS 

EXCALIBUR BOOKS- SPBCIALISTS IJI TITLBS on UFO' s, XYSTBRY !lllXALS, FOLKLORE, 

GHOSTS !liD ALLIED SUBJECTS. TITLES FROM OBSCURE ABD FORIEGII PUBLISHERS STOCKED. 

OUT OF PRIJIT TITLES FOUND. VRITE TO BE PLACED ON OUR XAILI!lG LIST. EXCALIBUR 

BOOKS. 15 ROCKPORT ROAD, CRAIGAV!D, Co. DOWN. BT18 ODD. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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THE PEHNINE PHANTOM HELICOPTER 

AND QTHEE SCARES <PT2> 

By Dzlyi d Clarke 

"Io every tbousllnd mea tbere lire lll ways two every nl!Jbt wbo see 

strlln!Je matters, chromatic rllts, lu.minous Olfls, /IIOVln!J li!Jbts lind 

flal!lin!J comets, and tbin!JS like tbose. So you can lllwllys !Jet plenty of 

evidence of tbis sort, particulllrly wben you SU!J!JSSt it to tbe plltient 

first ... " 

The Morning Leader <London) May, 1909 

Upon the outbreak of the first world war in August 1914 persistent reports 

and rumours regarding airships and aeroplanes flying by night began to emanate 

from the Lake District and the southern border regions of Scotland. The English 

people bad been graduallly conditioned from around the turn of the century to 

accept the inevitability of aerial warfare and the capabilities of Germany's 

Zepplin airships. 

Yben war wi tb Germany was finally declared 9n August 4th 1914, the general 

public firmly believed that the arrival of the Zepplins, either on reconnai_sance 

missions or carrying loads of bombs, was only a matter of time. A frall8 of 

reference was therefore firmly established, and the initial excitement 

occasioned by the outbreak of war enabled persons expecting the arrival of enemY 

emissaries to interpret lights or ambiguous objects in the sky as Germ:m 

aircraft. 

Thus, beginning in the first weeks of August, 1914 , whispers and rumours 

began to circulate in the pubs and fish and chip shops ~hat a Zepplin was hiding 

somewhere in the Cumbrian hills - coming out at night to spy on the war 

preparations. The general belief was that it had a secret base soDewhere on the 

fells near Orasmere, but reports soon came to hand from Carlisle, Bskdale, 

Martindale and Egremont. Many of these stories were connected with yarns about 

mysterious motor-cars and spies, who were alleged to have guided the craft in 

its flight. 

All of these reports were vague and of the same order as the concurrent 

rumours of the Russian Cossacks who were supposed to have been seen at the 

Scottish ports on their way to the Yestern Front, and of a supposed Naval 

battle, said to have occured in the Jorth Sea upon the outbreak of the war. 

However, the aircraft reports caused much concern amongst the provincial police, 
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the public and in the Yar Office. An official order of August 13th 1914 

requested that: "an aeroplane ... be sent to fly over Derbyshire, Lancashire and 

Cumberland, with a view to locllting supposed blrse of alleged airship" 

Subsequently, 2nd Lieutenant B. C. Hucks of the JUli tary Ying of the Royal 

Flying Corps was sent to the north of England to fly over the suspicious areas 

and ascertain if there was anything of substance in the rumours. At the same 

time the yeomanry, boy scouts and shepherds in the affected areas were called 

into action to search the bill tops and valleys in order to locate any petrol 

supply dumps or landing strips used by the mysterious flyer. 

A telegram to the Yar Office from the 

• CoJIUDander, Chester' dated August 16th 

1914, reads: "YeoJ1llJnry of Penrith report 

all likely biding places in tbe Vest of 

Cumberlllnd searched with help of 

and gamekeepers. Patrols last 

Scawfell, Buttermere, 

tooorrow .. no 

reported. "• Similar 

Bleasdale Xoors 

Great Gable 

search west wards 

seen or 

setJrcbes of the 

and the Forest of Bowland by the Lancashire Yeomanry also failed to produce 

results. 
On August 16th Lieutenant Hucks set off in his rickety Bleriot 11 monoplane 

on a flight over the Derbyshire Hills west of Sheffield, up over Bradford to 

Skipton. Then to Lancaster, finally reaching Penrith and the Cumbrian mountains 

on the 19th August. He telegraphed the Yar Office: 

"Have sellrched the bills touching the following plllces- Lllncaster, 

Sedbergh, Hllwes, Aslcrigg, Brough llnd Appleby (but with no 

results) •• • Am now at PenrJ.th. Xllny reports reach the Chief Constable 

bere of mysterious tJircrllft. "<:a 

Although Hucks himself saw nothing, an observer at Aughill Castle near 

Brough, whilst watching Huck's airplane pass over at 2:30pm on August 19th, saw 

another aeroplane to the north of his course. This craft travelled in the same 

direction as Huck's Bleriot, but turned off right towards the Pennines. Although 

searched for by the police of adjacent counties, no trace could be found of this 

mystery craft.:a 
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Just after Hucks set off to fly to llewcastle from Penritb on August 24th the 

Chief Constable of Penritb telegraphed to the Yar Office reporting that: "(An) 

aircraft seen from 9:30 to 12:45 lllst nigbt east of Carlisle flllshing red llnd 

white lights ... 11:45 llnother aircrllft <seen) travelling fllst, C4lll9 llpPiJrently 

nellr the first one from the south. " 

A comcent by the Yar Office evaluator on these sigbtings says: n I cannot 

llCcount for this. It seems unlikely that hostile aircraft would use lights." He 

wrote privately to the Chief Constable: "asking who tJctually saw these tJircraft 

tJnd whllt reliance can be placed upon their reports." 

Ye could ask the same questions of the evidence for similar waves, including 

the phantom helicopter sightings which occured 60 years after the Zepplin scare 

of 1914. The similarity between the two waves of sigbtings are intriguing and 

should be closely compared. In both cases there is the noise of aircraft or 

helicopters heard and lights seen at night, and seemingly solid aerial machines 

observed in the daylight. In both cases there is the mystery of where the 

mysterious flier obtains his f uel , and where his landing strip is located. The 

blossoming of the initial rumour, encouraged by an official investigation, 

enabled the stories to spread to other areas and the proliferation of 

contradictory reports and unsupported yarns. 

Late in August and September, 1914, the Zepplin and spy-scares spread to 

other parts of the country - to Scotland, Liverpool, Lancashire and Ireland. 

There was a report from the Chief Constable of Lancashire that an • aircraft' 

carrying red and green lights, occasionally showing a very brilliant flashlight, 

was beard and seen 1110ving over Asbton-under-LJliiS towards Stalybridge at 4:30 

a.D. on September 6th, 1914. A Military Intelligence report on these sightings 

adds that: "A.D.K.A. states thllt this WllS not one of our llircrllft either naval 

or Dflit.sry. He c.snnot understllnd why lights should be shoMl unless for 

signlllling to llgents below. He sU!fH'ests soJDeone be sent nortb to investigate 

closely these repeated reports from Lllncllshire. K. T. I. Var Office have received 

many reports of aircrllft in tbis region during the last three weeks, but the 

reports tJre 11l1Jinly of tJn unsubstantilll Dllture. ",. 

This particular report is interesting as it is similar to a sighting from the 

same locality <Ashton nr Manchester) in November, 1985 s. This was a sighting of 

a luminous blob: "bigger tban a stllr (which> seemed to be rotating, because it 

changed colour from red to green to white". This sighting has been explained as 

a bright star or planet, and perhaps indicates that similar misidentifications 

are the solution to many of the sigbtings from the First War period. 
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Some o:f the reports are harder to account for. For exa mple, on the same date 

as the Ashton sighting in 1914, Flight Commander Rathborne of the Felixstowe 

lalal Air Station in Suffolk, was patrolling in his seaplane between the Sunk 

and Shipwash lightships at 5; 35 a. m., when he saw a "silver coloured" airship: 

"I ws flying at 1, 300 feet at the tiJDe (IJnd) at once started to follow her, and 

did so for about ten ~les, when she disappeared into the haze and I was unable 

to piclc her up agtJin. "c 

direction towards the coast, 

This report is similar to that by the 

skipper of the Hull trawler S.S. Ape, on 

the 15th December 1914. Ship's master 

G. F. Hiles 

had seen a 500 foot long airship 

'car' hanging down below plSSS 

south 

llorth 

was 

in the 
haze of unbroken cloud. The skipper was: "prepared to ttJlre bis oath 

an airship"7 
it was 

This was one of the few sightings considered to have been genuine by the 

authorities at the time, and it was thought that the airship had been 

reconnoitering the coast in preparation for the German Navy's bombard~nt of the 

liast Coast ports which took place on the following morning. Unforunately for 

this theory, the :facts clearly show that no German airships approached the coast 

of Bngland until the air-raid mounted against East !nglia on January 19-20, 

1915. Although Germany had ten airships at its disposal by the beginning o:f the 

war, and it was widely assumed that these would be used in an attack upon the 

British Isles, their limited range meants that sheds :first bad to be built for 

them in Belgium to enable them to reach our shores. Soon after the outbreak of 

war half of them had been shot down over the Western Front, and the German laval 

Command believed it to be :foolish to risk the few operable machines in a raid 

against Britain during late 1914. How then can we explain the Zepplin sightings, 

and can all of them be accounted :for as rumour-generated by the processes I 

outlined in the first part of this article? 

Granville Oldroyd, who has conducted a study of rumour-generation during the 

l!H4-16 period says thAt: "A study of ru1110ur in the First Vorld VtJr shows tbtJt 
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eye-witness testiJDOny cannot be trusted to be reliable. There was a ruJDOur in 

late August 1914, of tJ Russian army being sent from Archangel to the Scottish 

ports, thence from England by rail to the south coast and from there shipped to 

Belgium. Although it was merely a ru1110ur I have discov.ered enough eye-witness 

reorts to 'prove' that the event took place and could even speculate that there 

was a government cover-up of the ftJcts which exists to this present day •. All 

this shows that we cannot rely upon the statements of those who have claimed to 

have observed the incidents where they IJre rumour inspred. "a 

How does this connect with the phantom helicopter sightings of the Pennines 

during the 1970's? lie can see that both the 'copter sightings and the airship 

reports of the First War can only be interpreted in the light o:f their 

respective cultural contexts, whatever the initial stimuli (if one was 

involved>. the initial sightings were spread by the contemporary channels 

communication - either by the lliE!dia or by word- of- mouth, and after official 

interest in the reports was shown everyone began to see funny lights in the sky. 

The huge number of reported sightings, including those of lights displayed by 

alleged spies, in the first six months of the war led the authorities to 
conclude that: "there is no evidence on which to b.!lse a suspicion that this 

class of enemy IJCtivity ever existed" and "of the tottJl number reported the 

percentage of cases satisftJctorily cleared up is 89 per cent.n
9 

This ie very 

similar to the percentage as a whole of UFO reports explained by researchers in 

recent years. In the First Wordl War any strange light in the sky was 

interpreted as German signallers at work, whereas in different cultural contexts 

it produced phantom helicopters, airships and UFO' s. In all of these cases the 

reports come in waves, and the eventual multiplicity of the reported accounts 
discredits their authenticity. 

A memo from Lieutenant Colonel Ke11, of X.0.5 <renamed X.I.5 in 1916> states 

that: "I have received a letter from Colonel Everett (of the) Scottish CoiJJ.IIlllnd, 

Edinbrugh, to the effect thtJt there is a strong suspicioD that a hostile 

aircraft bas a base somewhere in the wilds of the north or rvest of ScotltJnd. 

Lights from aD aircraft btJve been repeatedly reported tJt night in the 

neighbourhood of the Firth of Forth. Col. Everett liSlcs .. thllt I should send IJ 

relillble man up to take up this matter. As you kno~ I 4 m getting nightly reports 

from the Chief Constllble of LllnctJshire thllt ene~ tJirships 4 re constantly being 

sighted between Liverpool. R4nchester and Preston. This may be the same 

aircraft? Could you perhaps be tJble to send someone who htJS a knowledge of these 

things to carry out a thorough investilflltion on the spot?"10 
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Concurrent with this request, the Var Office sent Captain G. H. Cox of the 

Royal Flying Corps, north to Scotland to investigate the rumours on September 

21, 1914. He was ordered to proceed to Edinburgh, "in conectlon wJtb a 

confidential .1111tter" and "should use bis own initiative to [!Bt to tbe bottom of 

the matter" and then report to the H. Q. of tbe Scottish Colllllland. Altboulfb we do 

not know what Captain Cox discovered on his trip to Scotland, we know be 

proceeded to DuDifries and then to Liverpool - botb areas where mysterious li[!bts 

and aircraft bad been seen. 

v.bilst Cox was invasti[!tin[! in Scotland, tbe Galloway Hills were a hotbed of 

rumours about stran[!e li[!bts and tales of German seaplanes landin[! on tbe lonely 

lochs. Needless to say, none of these rumours was based on fact, for altbou[!b a 

patrol from Glen Trool combed the valleys and mountains for 1110ntbs lookln[! for 

enemy aircraft, notbln[! was found. An old postman Have bis solution to Captain 

Dinwiddle, then in cbar[!e of tbe patrol: "Ah weel, there'll be noli/Ore licbts 

sen in tba g'len the noo, I'm tbinkin[!, for I bear they've [!Ot a tee- total 

officer up at tbe lod[!e",, 

The attitude that the reports were unreliable and based on runour alone seems 

to be the conclusion reached by the Military Intelligence investigators at the 

time. However, the scares did result in the Commissioner of Metroplolitan Police 

issuing the first order for the restriction of street- lighting in London on 

September 21, 1914. 

Rumours of mysterious aircraft were rife again at the beginning of 1915, and 

again in 1916. Although no Zepplin raids were 1110unted against this country 

during February 1916, on the 2nd February enemy airships were independently 

reported over Bir:aingham, Derby and Manchester where lights in railway stations 

and munitions factories were extinguished. Zepplins were reported throughout the 

north and midlands in the following days, with the result that the lights went 

out in factories and stations in iottingham, Bath, Gloucester and Worcester. In 

the Var in the Air <1931> H. A. Jones concludes that: "these Zepplins existed only 

in tba public's i.llllg'inat1on, wbicb was stimulated by a complete lack of faith in 

the official warn in[! liiBasuras. ", :z 

In Xarch 1916, the General H.Q. of the Home Forces issued and Intelligence 

Circular attacking the: "l!roundless rumours regardinif the presence of hostile 

airships over Great Britain (which> bave of late becone vary frequent" and that 

"persons originatiDfi such reports or assisting to circulate the same should be 

dealt with under tbe Defence of the Realm Regulations",,.. 

It seems obvious that many of these scares were produced in ways very similar 

to the modern UFO waves. The presence of ambiguous aerial objects such as fire -
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balloons and bright planets at a time when the public were alerted to the 

possibility of enemy air-raids must be taken into account when attempting to 

understand the British airship scares of 1909, 1913 and 1914. 

At 8 pm on the night of February 25th 1913, hundreds of people gathered upon 

streetcorners and positions of va ntage in Hull city centre to gaze at what they 

believed to be a Zepplin airship hovering in the western sky. However, a 

reporter from the London daily Xail gave his opinion that "I wtched wbat 

appeared to be a bri£Iht light bifib up in tbe heavens west of Hull for about an 

hour, and noticed tbeot it did not 1110ve. There was no sound of the wb1rrin£I 

machinery. tbe light grew d1JIIIJJ8r after eon hour, and eventually disappeared. I 

believe it was a sta.r. ", .. 

In November 1912 none other than Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the 

Admiralty, order(ld an investigation into an airship sighting over Sheerness 

dockyard. This acted as a spark, like the police statements during the phantom 

helicopter scare, and by the end of February 1913 thousands of people in the 

north and a ll along the strategic Bast Coast were • seeing' strange lights and 

phantom airships in the night sky. Media headlines and scare stories spread the 

rumour like wildfire through the population in the tense period leading up to 

the outbreak of the First World War. A similar process seems to be in operation 

today in the generation and propagation of UFO waves. However, tbe process now 

seems to have · gone a step further in that we are now producing our own 

subjective imagery - the close encounters - with all the trappings of the space 

age. 

lione of this completely rules out the possibility that an unusual stimulus 

may give rise to some of the waves in the first place - for as the saying goes: 

"where there's smoke there's fire". In 1915 :laval Intelligence agents in Devon 

were unable to account for the many unusual lights, though at the time to have 

been signalling apparatus used by German spies, seen by many over the Dartmoor 
area. 1s 

At 9:30 pm on September 4th 1915, Lieutenant Colonel W.O.Drury, sent to track 

the 'spies• to their lair, saw: "a bri£Iht white light, considerably larger than 

a planet, steadily ascend from (a) meadow to an approximate height of 50 or 60 

feet" whilst observing Dartmoor from a spot near Dartington Point. Its course 

was clearly visible against the darlr back£IrDund of wood and hill," said Drury in 

his official report "· .. we ware within a JJiile of the light and sah' its ascension 

and tntnsit distinctly. "• .. 

Strange lights were also observed by members of the Royal Flying Corps 

defending London from Zepplin raids on the night of January 31st, 1916. On the 
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night in question, orders were sent to the fighter aerodromes to the effect that 

Zepplins were approaching London. At 7:40 p.m. Lieutenant R.S.Kaxwell arose from 

Rainault Farm aerodrome, near Romford in essex. At 8:25 his engine was "1JUssing 

regultJrly tJnd it wtJs only by keeping the speed of the lDIJCbine down to 50 mpb 

that I ~sable to stay at 10,000 ft. It was at this time that I distinctly saw 

an artificial 1.1gbt to the north of JDB, and at about the same height. I 

followed this light northwest for nearly 20 JDlnutes, but it seemed to go 

slightly higher and just as quickly as myself, eventually I lost lt compeletly 

in the clouds. "17 

At 8:45 P· m. another aeroplane 

Sub- Lietenatant ~piloted 

J.B.Morgan 

by 

JtillY 

Flight 

have observed the same 

object after arising from an aerodrome 

at Rochford, some 22 Diles east of 

Farm. Morgan reported that at 

about 100 feet away 

aircraft: "IJ row of wllat 

to be lighted windows which 

like a railway carraige 

blinds drawn." In the belief 

that be bad chanced upon a Zepplin, Morgan fired at the object wl th his 

Webley Scott pistol , whereupon "the lights alongside arose rapidly" and 

disappeared!, a 
As on this particular night none of the raiding airships came as far south as 

Essex, what was it that the two pilots both independently reported in the sky in 

the same area and at the same time? 
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M I B ENCOUNTER IN BRADFORD 

B1 Hartin Dagless 

Encounters with Hen In Black <K.I.B.'s) were abundant in America in the 50's 

and 60's. The U.K. however, has had very few in ?O=Parision, certainly in recent 

years there has been a noticable drop in MIB encounters. The mcst recent I can 

remember was a few years ago in 1980 when the PROBE team of UFO investigators 

received a number of mystery letters and telephone calls warning thea to 'Cease 

UFO study, do not meddle or else'. Through diligent and practical investigation 

the PROBE <SCUFORI>team finally discovered the threats to be coming from one of 

their own investigators. 

The pattern for an early MIB encounter would often take the form of a witness 

to UFO sighting being approached by a smartly dressed buisness man dressed in 

black and drlving a large black American car, usually a Cadillac. The MIB would 

tell the witness that he or she must not tell anyone of their sighting or else. 

Often this woyld prompt the witness to speak to a newspaper reporter. There is 

no record of any witness being harmed after such an event. 

The following incident which occurred on Thursday July lOth 1986 at about 

09:45 BST was recounted to us just a few days later ..... 

ACCOUNT AS TOLD BY IJIIllFSS 

"I was on my paper round delivering the 'Bradford star' and was walking down 

Sticker Lane towards Laisterdyke traffic lights. I had just reached Portland 

House when suddenly everything went quiet there were no people about nor 11ny 

cars either. A l11rge black shiny car a bit like a Cadillac drew up to tlle 

roadside to the left of me from behind lJS I ~s walking, and· stopped. I thought 

1t was someone wanting directions. The window of the car c.2me down halfway and a 

person i aside I caul d seee WlJS dressed in black. 1Ie shouted to me 'Hey you! 

Forget everything you know about UFO's. Dis-associate yourself with anyone to do 

with UFO's'. I just smiled. Then the window came fully down and be s11ld 'You'll 

never lrnow 11nytbing about UFO's anyway. ' I could see in tbe car th11t next to him 

was a partition of what looked like black glass. This slJ.d down and their was 

IJDOtber =n, siJD1l11rly dressed who 11/USt have been the driver because be was 

holding a SlllllJl lll1ni-type steering wlleel, it was a left h11nd drive clJr. He 

shouted 'You've been told, just do as you're told'. The partition went up the 

window. went up and the ctJr drove tJway noiselessly. There was still no traffic 

tJbout. lt'ben the car got to lJ distlJDCe of tJbout 150 ytJrds aw4y 1Jll DOrllllJl 

biJckground noise, people lJDd tr11ffic returned as the car went out of sight. It 

WIJS funny bectJuse I was on IJ different route that day and 11lso th11t rotJd is very 
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busy at that time. also felt a tingling sensation all over, like pins and 

needles. It all lasted for about three minutes." 

j'ITNESS DBTAILS 

Passenger- Tanned skin , black collar length 

hair, mid-fourties, well built, black sui t type 

jacket, with black shirt and tie, clean shaven 

bad three prominent scars down right hand side 

of his fac e , pocked skin and bad a croaky voice 

as if he was having trouble speaking. No 

distinct accent. 

Driver- Identical appearance apart from 

smooth skin, a scar which ran from ear to ear, 

be bad a waistcoat and open jacket and was 

wearing black gloves. 

Car- Large Cadillac-type, black, shiny new, 

single headlights which stick out, a black 

grill with no chrome at all, had a black number 

plate which had white strip down the middle on 

front and rear. half way down the rear of the 

car were two squares of red which could have 

been lights also bad four long doors. 

Kr Raymond Field is in his mid-thirties and married with two children and 

lives in Laisterdyke Bradford. He was the t reasurer for W.Y.U.F.O.R.G. for 

almbst two years , before resigning in Jovember 1986. He had a healthy interst in 

UFO's and bad many paranormal experiences such as being teleported up the steps 

to his house, seeing a ghost in his bathroom and having numerous UFO sightings. 

Although be is what one may class as a subjective witness Kr Field was always 

ready to accept a rational explanation for something, especially his UFO 

sightings , many of which turned out to be bright stars exaggerated by 

autokinesis. He also suffers form T.V. epilepsy, a condition in which he 

undergoes a seizure when near strong magnetic fields, such as those emanating 

from a TV set. This condition is enhanced by television with either a 'snowy' or 

rolling picture. The result of which is a mild form of pins and needles followed 

by violent shakes. As such he is under minimum medication and has not suffered 

an attack for about ten years. 
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CO.MME.!US. 

Raymond spoke to a number of WYUFORG members at length and he was convinced 

that his encounter did happen, yet at first he had thought it was friend playing 

a joke on him. It was decided that after our initial interview with him he 

should be interviewed again a week latter, this time o'ver the telephone by Nigel 

Mortimer as he had not spoken to Raymond previously and had not been informed of 

any of the details other than an outline of the events. When the notes were 

colla ted it appeared that each time the story was recounted it was done so in 

minute detai l and each time there was little variation. The only change was that 

the number of scars on the passengers face altered from two to three. During 

further interviews the number remained constant. 

Raymond's account contained an incredible amount of detail for such a short 

encounter of three minutes and bad much in common with the American JU B's' of the 

'50's and 60's although in this case Raymond bad not seen a UFO prior to this 

experience. He readily admitted to us that the week previously he bad purcbaesd 

a book by Albert Bender dealing wi tb MIB' s; this to us was a vital factor in 

coming to some conclusion over the case. It was already establisbedd that 

Raymond was a subject! ve witness, he bad read of UFO' s and XIB' s and bad a 

history of TV eplilepsy. Linked together we felt that his reading of the XIB 

book combined with his subjectivity could have brought on a. complex 

hallucination which may or may not have bad something to do with his epilepsy. 

It is interesting to note that a mild symptom of Raymond's epilepsy is pins and 

needles, which be also experienced during the event. 

Of course, we shall never know whether the incident was real or whether it 

was a complex hal lucination brought on by the factors mentioned above. Whatever 

the answer to the witness it was a real event which will not be easily 

forgott en. 
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THE AERONAUTS OF VICTORIANA 

By Ia!n Tphnstone 

Tbe sun was dazzling bright and seemed almost blue. Sbielding our eyes 

witb our hands to protect tbea asainst the glare of tbe sun and tbe 

brishtness of our surroundinss wa could see tbe stars and planets 

wbich were also for tbe lliOSt part tinted blue. Ne.itb~r stars or 

planets twinkled, wbicb made tbeJJ like silver capped snails studdins 

tbe black firJJJIJ1118nt. 

The above paragraph is from 'On the moon' an 1882 tale of fantasy, by 

Konstantin Tsiolkovslcy <1857-1935), The reason we start with a quotation from 

one of his works is that like Kepler before him this redoubtable slav described 

surface details of the moon long before the first probes. In his scientific work 

'Dreams of the Earth and the sky and the effects of !Jni versa! Gravi tatton • he 

conceived of an artificial Earth satellite for scientific purposes in 1895. Long 

before Arthur C. Clarke. He also invented for his spacecraft solar motors and 

cells, interplanetary signallyng by light rays, reaction 110tors and workable 

space suits. In his manuscript 'Free Space' he proposed a jet-propelled space 

ship, a small projectile cannon on the nose slowed the flight in vacuum and a 

larger cannon at the rear propelled it. The s hi p was spheroid in shape. Much 

like the globular UFO type seen today. Ignored by the Czar but recognised by the 

Soviets, this early astronautical engineer received his honours at his death. 

Another East European, this time a native of Hungary, Xaurus Jokat <1825-

1904) in 1886 wrote a novel which envisaged a practical flying machine powered 

by electricity. He said of the co!D.l.ng of the airship which be believed would 

reform the wor ld: "This invention will force tbe millions prepared to destroy 

each other to disarm, it will return cannon and rifles to tbe furnaces to cast 

tbem into industrial equipment, it will send tbe soldiers bome to plousb tbe 

fileds ..•. " Another Hungarian, Frigyes Karinthy (1887-1938), envisaged suspended 

animation, self-reproducing machines and beings and cybernetic machines. One 

supposes that with all these concepts already being worked out would it not have 

been possible to have built a practicable powered airship as early as the 

1850's? Ther e certainly appears to be numerous models on the drawing board 

together with other revolutionary devices. Actually we do have knowledge of an 

airship to revolutionise the trans-Atlantic crossing in 1869, patented by Doctor 

:Xari'ott, a rather mysterious figure of J'ew York and Chicago. This was never 
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knowingly constructed. If ' it had been we might now be living in an entirely 

different world. 

The 

was 

ornithopter 

another 

consideration of the 

Victorians and it 

was 

for 

airships. A typical 

example is the 

Eclipse, an electric 

... lit\ A powererd airship in 

~ ~ a popular American 

magazine 

The French artist Albert Robida <1848-1926) designed whole fleets of 

com.merc!al airships and flyi ng machines, flyi ng aero cabs above Paris, alr 

traffic contol and beacons. Even Rudyard Kipling jumped on the bandwagon with 

the Imaginative short stories 'll'ith the night mail' which gave the Victorians 

the vision of a vast network of worldwide airship lines. 

I have always been intrigued by those mysterious airship sightings in the 

1890's so 1 occasionally leaf t"hrough any books I can find co the subject o! 

those so- called 'Scareships '. Always something nagged at the back of my mind, 

something that reminded me of those early reports. I was one day reading Stan 

Gooch' s 'Creatures from Inner Space'. In the chapter on UFO' s he states that: 

"Tbe epidemic of sfsbtlnss besan lo 1886, wbeo tbe brazen notes of an aeriel 

trumpet were beard by many io t.be oeishbourbood of Lakes Ontario and Erie in 

Canada. Observatories rouod the world cautiously admitted tbe possibility of an 

unusual electrical phenomenon" 

It was then I realised that this abridged passage was exactly the same, word 

for word, as the first chapter of Jules Verne's 'Robur le Conquesant', published 

please note in 1886. The English version published in 1886 was titled ' Clipper 

of the Clouds'. In chapter one entitled 'Kysterious sounds' we have practically 

word for word what Xr Gooch describes in his book. 

Let's look at the possibilities either Jules Verne beard reports of 

mysterious aeriel phenomema and used what he heard in a work of f i ction, an old 

trick of his, or if not we have an example of life copying science fiction. 

Either it was A genu ina series of sightings or the product of someone • s vivid 

imasination. 
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I would be 

grateful 

if anyone 

could add 

any 

in!ormatio 

n to this 

matter. If 

Verne 

wrote his 

book in 

say 1885, 

before the 

sighting& 

it would 

indeed be 

signlfico.n 

t. 

Actuall 

y in the 

1880's and 

1890's 

stories 

abounded 

in popular fiction of aeriel warfare and of revolutionary airships and flying 

mach;nes. For interest I have marked down a few I have read: • A Star Fell' by 

L.J.Beeston; 'The Outlaws of the Air' by G. Griffiths; 'Hartmann the Anarchist' 

by E.D.Fawcett and H.G.Yell's 'The Yar in the Air'. If you compare the 

decriptions of aeriel craft in these stories with the descriptions of the 

Scareships, I think you will be amazed. One can also compare them with Albert 

Robida's drawings done in the 1880's to see the startling similarites. 

If we consider the early age of flying, of the attempt to achieve powered 

flight , whether heavier than air or lighter, the firs t experiments must have 

been done not by governments but by privat e indivi duals working in the utmost 

secrecy. As in Well's own words: "A s=ll defl ll t ed llirship could be easily 

hidden in a barn or 11 wood. A flying .lllllchine would be less conspicuous. The 

bui lding of an airship would be fairly simple, even easier than the construction 

of ll wodden bollt ll hundred yellrs ellrlier." 
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So 

private 

probably 

we have 

inventors, 

authoritar ian > 
sponsored, working 

with primitive 

equipment. The 

mysterious 'Wilson' 

whose airship kept 

appearing in America 

in the 1890 ' s was 

probabl y such an 
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.inventor . A photo exists of Graf Von Zepplin with the Uni on ar my staff during 

the Amer ican Civil War of the early 1860 ' s, surrounded by of f i cers, one of whose 

names happened to be Wilson. Could it be the same1 Yilson, a student of t he great 

a i rship invent or? 

Navigation in those days would probably have been much of a hit and !Diss 

affai r. At night search lights or lanterns would be used t o pick out landmarks. 

One can imagine tradgedies and disasters amongst these ear ly pioneers. Once an 

airship became disabled or powerless she would be as helpless as a balloon, 

being at t he mercy of the elements. 

It would be interesting to find reports of mysterious wreckage and bodies in 

the late 19th century. Accidents could be through many reasons, as for example, 

the R 101 and the Hindenburg, caused presu~~ably by electrical storms and fire. 

Most people in the 19th century did not believe that heavier than air flight was 

possible. Therefore the tendency was for inventors to build some type of 

navigable balloons. That such vessels would be used in warfare was not realised 

by the inventors, at best they conceived of an airship as a mere scout. 

In the early airships the low temperatures at high altitud.e would have also 

been a problem. The aeronauts would probably be equipped with cloth, fur lined 

clothing and head gear, similar to the mysterious men in the Lethbridge case of 

llay 1!~ 1909 (see p.22 of Bowen's 'The Humanoids'). I presume that the first 

experimental airships would be small, carrying crews of between two and five 

aeronauts. The machines themselves were of light wood or met al, possibly 

aluminium. A silk gas bag conto.ining helium, and no i nflammable mater ial would 

have been necessary. Baskets of light wood for gondola cabins , which would house 

the steer ing devices, engines etc. Any type of silk woul d do for t he gas bag if 
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one considers that the confederate Balloon Corps in the American Civil War used 

observation balloons made of ladies petticoats! 

It was 

by noticed 

experimental 

Zepplin crews 

that if an 

airship man was 

aloft for over 

a two week 

period, be 

would sometimes 
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day as he said? Yes ! He will come to decl!!!re tbe secret of bis 

invention, wbicb will srel!!tly Cbl!!ll8e tbe SOCi!!!l !!!lid politiC!!!l 

conditions of tbe world". 

Taken from Verne's 'Cl ipper of the Clouds' ... and change ~he world they did ... ! 

Editors note: Part of the preceeding article, which looks at how Airships were 

dealt with in 19th century science fict i on, appeared in the Jul/Aug UFO 

BRIGA!lTIA last year. lain has revised and updated it. UFO BRIGA1iTIA will be 

covering mystery airship sighttngs in the north in the special spring/suJmDer 

edition. 
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experience 

sensation 

similar 

a ADVBRIISEiffilii 

· to 

divers bends. 

Again I am reminded of the classic old report of a strange vessel appearing 

above a town and having a grapnel caught in a church steeple . Vbe n one of the 

crew dropped down to disengage it he fell into a contorted heap, gasping for 

air, which seems to indicate this type of seizure. 

H. G. Yells indicates in his work "The War in the Air" that an actual power 

struggle was going on between the great states in what shall term 

'Victoriana' . The countries being France, Germany, America and Britain, as to 

who could first produce a practicable airship or flying machine. Victorian 

adventurers were as obsessed with air travel as much as post 'o'Vll people were 

with space travel. It is cancel vable that such a struggle existed and that the 

scareships seen in the skies of Victoriana were such secret novel devices. 

In closing I wou ld like to draw the readers attention to the opening chapter 

of Vell • s book, in which the hero meets a soldier who intimates of the spying 

and secret wor k going on in the latter half of the 19th century, and the number 

of casualties and lost craft. believe that these secret inventors were 

responsible for the Scareship flaps. What do you think? 

"And now, wbo is tbis Robur? SbtJll we ever lrnow? lfe know today Robur 

is .tbe science of tbe future, perhaps tbe science of toJJII/Jorrow! 

Certainly tbe science tbat will come! Does tbe 'Albatross' still 

cruise in tbe atliJOsphere Jn tbe real111 tbat none can talre from ber? 

.Tbere is no reason to doubt it. Ifill Robur tbe Conqueror appear one 
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lain Johnstone, author of the above article and UFO BRIGA!lTIA' s artist is 

selling hi gh quality colour enlarged versions of his hand- done cartoons and 

magazine covers. All done oo high quality art paper and suitable for framing or 

mounting. Only L5 each inc. p&p. from lain Johnstone, 41, Langley Road, Bramley, 

Leeds 13 Yest Yorkshire. These are extremely good value for money. 
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CAT FT.APS! 

CAT FLAPS! is " new booklet froa the editor of UFO BJHGAITU. It covers 

sightings of 'mystery cats' in the north o! Hogland froa the earliest record in 

AD 940 to the present day. Aspects of the phenomenon covered include, witness 

observation, media reaction and involvement, folklore and UFO connections, 

wildcats and ru110ur. Sightings include The Harrogate Panther, The llossondale 

Pu-, The Thorganby Lion, The Skegnesa Cougar and ~muy others too bizarre to 

aention. This is the first time that so infor•tion on JaYstery cats fro11 the 

north has been brought together in one place. 

A second, updated and rovised edition has just been published, with further 

inforJIIltion on the 1986 DurhAll pu• scare. The new edition also features an 

introduction by author and cryptozoologist, Xicheal Goss. 

If you are interested in strange phenouena this booklet is an essential addition 

to your library. 

CAT FLAPS is now 56pp, !5 with a stiff card cover, and well i llustrated with 

both photographs, cartoons and llllpG. l't is available frO'II the editorial address 

for L2:25 inc. ~P· 

Itt t ttl t filii ttltlltltlltlfl'lf·H·'II tttlll lllf-I"HIItllfllflll lllltfllllfltltiHI 
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RUBBISH- THE LINK WITH UFO'S 

The cutting on the left was taken from the Daily 

Express of 23rd February 1986, apparently it 

appeared in quite a few other newspapers as 

well. Being the sort of editor who like to keep 

his readers up to date with latest news on 

things ufological I thought it was my duty to 

look into this, also according to the ad there 

seemed a good chance that we were going to have 

secrets reveal ed to use regarding cancer and 

~~~~-.~~_.~ .. -.~~~--•UFO's. On Monday 23/2, purely in the interests 

of the magazine you understand, I dial l ed the number ..... . 

•Hello, 1117 name is Derek C. Samson and. this is UFO line where I tell 

you extraordinary stories that defy belief• 

They sure did. Lets do it day by day. On Monday Mr Samson claimed that Wilhelm 

Reich had discovered a thing called Orgone, which besides being a cure for 

cancer apparently surrounds 'flying saucers' and destroys the atmosphere around 

them. This is of course the reason why they are never tracked on radar. Samson 

also claimed Reich was shunned by scientists not just for his eccentric beliefs 

but because of his knowledge of 'flying saucers', and we were left on Monday 

wi th the tantalising hint from Samson that Reich had been shunned by Einstein 

for the same reason. Before he finished Mr Samson assured us he knew about 

flying saucers and that he wasn't an eccentric. 

On Tuesday we were told how Reich and Einstein met for five hours in 1910. Reich 

lent Einstein, who was very interested in Reich's work, an orgone accumulator 

(ed. A box-like construction made of alternate layers of organic and inorganic 

material, said to trap and concentrate 'Orgone' and be beneficial to the user

Hawkwind wrote a song about them and author Vil liam Burroughs uses one> Einstein 

sent it back soon after, showing little enthusiasm. Samson posits a conspiricy 

for this as well, and tells us that orgone is as important a discovery as 

Einsteins theory of relativity. Samson dropped into his •talk' that he had been 

led to Reich' s work by the 'space people ' . 

On Wednesday Samson expanded on how he had been contacted by the space people 

and asked to act as an ambassador. He was apparently given a document entitled 

'Declaration for Vorld Peace' which was to be given to the United Nations. He 

jumped back to Reich then and noted that Reich had discoverd a di sease called 

B. P. <Emotional Plaugue), which was to do with repressed sexual and emotional 
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desires . Samosn saw this as being comparable with AIDS <??!!) and left us with 

the thought that if Reich had been taken seriously AIDS would not have existed. 

He also implied that AIDS had originated in outer-space. 

By, Thursday Samson was telling us about his first UFO experience. He was aged 

11 , in 1938 and gardening with his parents when he fe l t compelled to look up and 

upon doing so saw a silver ' cigar shaped' airship vanish behind a cloud. It 

didn • t re- appear and Samson concluded that it bad been a spaceshi·P· This 

inspired him to study space and later UFO's. 

Friday was basically a rehash of the previous days stuff with promises that 

future UFO HOTLINES would include, stori es of Atlantis, the UFO that crashed etc 

e tc. We were told that we are not descended from apes and that the first man 

was, yes you've guessed i t- a spaceman. 

Saturday's lecture informed us that UFO' s had been scientifically proven to 

exist in rock pai nt i ngs on the rationale that primitive man only drew what be 

could see (bow do we know?) and therefore if he drew something which we think 

resembles <our conception of presumabl y> a UFO, then he must have seen one. 

Still on a golden age theme Samson let us into the secret that Pythagoras, Plato 

and the Kelts, to name but a few, were all far more educated than anyone today 

and concluded the treat with 'tomorrow I will talk about angels. 

That was more than could stand and Mr Samson and terminated our 

re l ationship, British Telecom or whoever was running the scheme <should tha t be 

scam?> being t1:50 better off. At first I wasn't sure wether to bother writing 

it all up. But what the heck, UFO BRIGAJITIA does try to chronicle Ufology in 

Britain today, warts and all . This was a wart. Vith Ufologists attempting to 

gain some credibility this sort of garbage is just not wanted. 99 per cent of 

people • phoning UFO HOTLIJIE will know 11 ttle about UFO' s and after hearing Mr 

Samson will know even less. The whole thing was just a mish-mash of every Von 

Danlken type sensationalist connection with UFO' s he , could think of. Wilhelm 

Reich's work <whatever you may think about it> was taken totally out of context 

and had additions to it which would have made Reich turn in his Or gone 

Accumulator <read Colin Wilson, John Sladek or Peter Reich's accounts of Reich 

for instance). 

1987 will no doubt see the media zooming in on UFO's as it is the 40th 

anniversary of Arnold's sighting. If we are not careful this, along with the 

likes of the Aetherius Society and the other rubbish, such as the El Legion's, 

is what they will be churning out. If that happens we all might as well be back 

in 1947. Lets talk about angels ...... . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Editors lfgte 

The following article by Jenny Randles is in direct response to accusations 

levelled both at Jenny and KUFORA by COHTACT UK and YUFOS in the latest issue 

of QUEST. Should any readers be unfamiliar with the details we will supply a 

photo-copy on receipt of an s.a.e. Ve have made room for this reply by changing 

our line spacing for a few pages, sorry for any inconvenience caused but we 

wished it to be printed in its entirity at the first available opportunity. 

Sooo readers may think VYUFORG are merely continuing the YUFOS/rest of the world 

split but this is not the case. 

YUFOS/QUHST denied Jenny and KUPORA the right of reply and UFO BRIGAHTIA 

therefore offered space here. UFO BRIGANTIA is ~ interested in petty 

squabbling but we will be pleased to print the ~ facts of a UFO case if, as 

in the Cheshire case and the Cracoe affair, it can be backed up with bard facts 

and if it would otherwise stop a hoax, IFO etc from being popularised as a an 

Unidentified case. Expos ing hoaxes, resolving cas es and exposing sub-standard 

investigative work is as much a part of ufol ogy as i s speculating on the origin 

of UFO' S and we make no apology for doing so if and when necessary. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE CHESHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTROVERSY- HUFORA RESPONDS 

By Jenny Randles 

have no need to remind members of VYUFORG or readers of UFO BRIGA!fTIA that 
the post few months have seen some extroordinory public statements by the 
Yorkshire UFO Society, particulorly in their journal QUEST. Most of this bas 
centred oround thei r belief that the photgrapbs taken in March 1981 by off-duty 
policemen at Cracoe Fell, Borth Yorkshire, do indeed represent genuine UFO' s. 
This has always been a contentious statement, since the evidence Ln support <if 
it exists> has hardly been well presented. The independent <and excellent) field 
studies which VYUFORG were forced to develop, thanks to the YUFOS attitude, have 
effectively demolished any claim these pictures can have to UFO s ignificance. 

lfow it would seem that any individual or group who has shown support for the 
VYUFORG stance <which I believe was a stand for honesty, integrity and 
objectivity> is to suffer some degree of character assassination. This bas been 
personally levelled at me. It is quite ironic that at the March 1986 YUFOS 
conference in Leeds I was very unexpectedly humbled by their presentation of a 
"Certificate of Appreciation" which according to attendant commentary, wos in 
recognition of my services to serious ufology. Six months later, because I bad 
backed VYUFORG over Cracoe, 1 recieve letters informing me that at emergency 
YUFOS meetings it hills been decided nobody must talk to me! My letters will not 
be onswered, exchange of Northern UFO Hews for QUEST bas ceased, and I om no 
longer a 'ser ious ufologist'. 

That is ei tber the turnabout of the century or quite a dellXlnstration of 
humbugitis. I leave it up to you to decide. 

I · have little concern what YUFOS care to say about me. That is for them to 
say and others to decide upon my record. I am not frightened of letting ~ do 
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my talking. However, in January 1987 they set their sights on KUFORA at a rather 
coincidental time. KUFORA had just decided to cancel its group subscription to 
QUEST, as a token gesture of its support for VYUFORG and deplorati on of what 
YUFOS have been up to of late. This bas brought down the wrath of QUEST in o 
maove thot some might regord as petty and others as pathetic. Nevertheless our 
group is grateful of this opportuni ty to set the record straight. 

Firstly, although YUFOS quote a letter from COWTACT UK < o group suddenly in 
their favour again-although not so long ago they broke off fromn their parent in 
some baste!) DUch of its claims (none of which YUFOS bothered to check with 
KUFORA> are to be disregorded. For exomple , KUFORA is described as a bunch of 
'cowboys from a Rondles outfit'. Thls utterly misrepresents the truth. I am 
ordinary member of the group (which bas eight or nine individuals selected out 
of dozens who apply to join on the basis of commtttment to investigate reports 
objectively-the only function of the group). KUFORA was in fact formed in 1963-
when I was in primary school! Peter Yarrington became chairman about six years 
later. 1 joined in 1974- when the group wos olready over o decade old. I have 
never held any official rank or controlling position. There has been a 
secretary, librarian ond chairman- but I have never had any of these roles. But 
I have been a loyal member. Peter Yarrington retired as Chairman about three 
years ago, because he bad becomne gradually disillusioned with ufology. Since be 
quit, and Peter Hough was elected chairman in his place, be bas retained a 
degree of interest in the group and bas attended perhaps a couple of meetings a 
year. He also co-authored 'Science and the UFO's ' with me, published more that a 
year aft er be 'quit', and in late 1986 worked with me and other MUFORA members 
on my BBC radio programme about UFO's. He is also a life member of the group a 
position he has never sought to recind. Consequently Peter Yarrington is hordly 
'anti-KUFORA'. 

It is not my place to answer charges for Peter Yarrington. 1 know he is less 
that happy with the use of an out- of-context quote from a private letter he sent 
to Mark Birdsall, printed in QUEST, totally without his knowledge or consent. I 
suspect he will respond to it. But I should stress one thing about the QUEST 
'Editorial Comment' on page 3 of the Nov/Dec 1986 issue <published I believe in 
February 1987- although we bod to obtain copies of the relevant material by the 
back door, sonce YUFOS obviously bad no intention of KUFORA being allowed right 
of reply!>. It contains wbot we might call misleading inferences. 

After stating tbot KUFORA "used to be o well-respected group, from the likes 
of high ranking police officers, solicitors, ond other persons such as Peter 
Yarrington" it claims Peter Yarrington "suddenly left" and many people in world 
ufology were asking for "reasons". These ore then given by YUFOS, because "Peter 
Yarrington wrote to Mark Birdsall in 1986". This implies that in the interests 
of world ufology YUFOS sought out these reasons from Peter quite recently. 
Barring the fact that world ufology would neither know nor core obout MUFORA, 
this representation of the focts is inaccurate. 

Peter Yarrington <whom as I stated has never left KUFORA anyway!) wrote his 
letter to Mark Birdsall on 23 Januory 1986 - over a year before YUFOS chose to 
quote from it. This wos in reply to a 1985 letter from Birdsall on the subject 
of radar coses, something Peter bos always been interested in. There was some 
talk of Pet er lecturing at a YUFOS conference ond olmost the entire two poges o£ 
his 1986 reply discusses radar. The couple of sentences YUFOS extract for QUUST 
come from intoductory remarks about why be has reduced his level of involvement 
in ufology. Ue says tbut he 'wos ' finding hie views polarised from some KUFORA 
members and these were, primarily the specialis t team set up by the solicitor 
(only one of wbOID wos cvor a member of KUFORA, despite the YUFOS editoriol 
' exaggeration') . YUFOS Lmply tb11t tbe loss of these individuals <who are best 
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known for their hypnotic regression work) depleted KUFORA. In fact they were 
~ to leave by the unanimous vote of the group, because KUFORA was not happy 
about their policy of selling witness stories for several thousand pounds to 
Sunday newspapers. This was a perfectly legitimate decision on ethical and moral 
grounds and whilst MUFORA has never made a song and dance about it (we leave 
such actions to other groups! ) , the loss of these people has not, despite the 
absurd and uninformed comments of YUFOS, harmed the group. In fact, by a bizarre 
twist, it was these people <whom YUFOS praise) that Peter Yarrington was 
primarily criti cising in his letter, and so QUEST is biting on its own tail in 
an effort to use both these things against XUFORA! 

It is typical of how you can distort the truth by quoting out of context a 
letter which is very old and has never been queried in any way with either its 
sender or those it relates to. In fact YUFOS completely ignored a letter sent by 
Peter Hough, on behalf of the group, following up our letter cancelling QUEST 
subscription. We did this because we had heard through the grapevine that they 
had plans to claim that Peter Yarrington was not a member of MUFORA. This 
letter, which YUFOS must have received before circulating the Nov/Dec QUEST, was 
carefully thought out. It simply reiterrated our views and was endorsed by all 
members present at the most recent 19.81. meeting. Peter Warrington had been one 
of them and his· name duly appeared. Consequently YUFOS ~ that he HaS. a member 
and effecti.vely lied to all their readers by alleging that he was not. 

Lie is an emotional word, I know. But I would be interested to know what word 
you might choose. 

Turning now to the other attack on MUFORA in this issue of QUEST. It consists 
of the reproduction on page 34 of an entire letter to YUFOS <dated 16 Jan 1987), 
signed by Geoff Ambler of CONTACT UK on their headed notepaper. He is described 
as • Vice President' and CONTACT as, in the view of QUEST, "one of the worlds 
most respected UFO organisation". 

After two paragraphs about Cracoe, which describes 'iYUFORG as "cohorts of 
Jenny Randles ... carrying out what amounts to a KcCarthyite style witch hunt" on 
YUFOS <ludicrous and also very unfair to 'iYUFORG, because it seeks to invest 
some of the honour for the groups efforts onto me-which I do not deserve). There 
then follows two lines censored out of the letter. From the context it appears 
these must make serious charges against YYUFORG or myself - and anything 
regarded as too hot to print by YUFOS has got to be hot! 

We then have two paragraphs discussing the activities of KUFORA <although 
never actually named- beyond the 'Randles cowboy outfit insult'). Briefly these 
refer to a "case in Chesire" being followed up by "one of our most experienced 
peopl e". The witness is described as "an elderly man over 70 years old" who 
"photographed a glowing object when out photographing the eclipse of the moon on 
Oct 17th 1986" CONTACT immediately published these photos in their journal 
AWARE!f.ESS, apparently without waiting to assess the case ! This premature action 
is compounded because, as the letters say, the witness did not state he had a 
UFO on film". 

What did the big; bad KUFORA get up to? Hardly bad CONTACT begun to look at 
the case when our cowboys "declared the photos fake on evidence from Manchester 
University" and "in a letter to the Yarrington Messenger" we "denounced the 
elderly witness as a hoaxer". Even worse, "the last paragraph of this l etter was 
so disgusting that it was omitted by the paper". However, CONTACT "have on 
record from Oxford University that the photos are genuine". 

!leitber KUFORA nor the investigator who handled this case and personally 
addressed the letter to the Yarrington Messenger <Peter Hough as it happens) are 
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named in the CONTACT letter. It is a clever use of the fa miliar YUFOS dirty 
tricks tactic to get at me personally - as the only individual named in 
connection with the case. CONTACT then say that although it is agai nst t heir 
pqlicy to take part in "muck-raking" they intend to comment in 
AIIARENESS ... because "public denunciation of wi tnesses as hoaxers must be a voided 
by all responsible groups". 

Now any fair-minded person reading that, and the one sided presentation by 
YUFOS in their usual arrogant tone, woul d conclude quite reasonably that I, and 
my 'hired thugs' picked on this poor old bloke, stole a CONTACT case in the 
process, and then on irrelevant and incorrect evidence, publically held him up 
to ridicule. I am not sure whether to be angry or to l augh my socks off at that 
incredibly distorted version of what happened. It is probabl y even slanderous -
although who in thier right mind would sue! Nevertheless, i t is reasonable that 
the facts of this affair be published, so that anybody not already brainwashed 
by 11 beral doses of what QUEST calls the truth mi ght be able to decide for 
themselves. 

For a start - the case was originally submitted to the Warrington Messenger 
by the wi tness , Kr J B Langley, and published in their letters column on 7 
November 1986. Langley never claimed to see a UFO and merely stated that he 
pbographed the bri ght area of light whilst waiting to film the moon and it 
happened to pass over his home at Grapenball, Warrington, Cheshire. The caption 
r ead "Can you solve the mystery?" The entire tone of his letter was a request to 
readers to explain the photographs in any way they could. It was a challenge. He 
was ~ to be exposed. 

This mode of initial present ation of the case naturally JDakes a complete 
mockery of the CONTACT/YU.FOS inference that we set out to expose him. Under 
normal circumstances MUFORA would never publicise an invest igation in the press. 
In this case it was demanded of us, both by the press and. the witness. I was 
present at the group meeting when the decisi on was taken to answer the appeal 
and present our findings as a letter to the newspaper. It was not done wi t hout 
much debate and forethought but I entirely support that decision. Ve felt that 
it was our duty to ufology to prevent a myth from being foistered on the wor ld. 
The same motives were, I am sure, at the heart of the YYUFORG moves over Cracoe 
and it is ironic that we were doing these things simultaneously on different 
cases. 

Yhat did MUFORA do after seeing the letter in tbe , Messenger? Since I lived 
only about four mi l es from t he witness I called Kr Langley. He was extremely 
helpful, in fact over helpful. He went to incredible lengths to avoid using t he 
word 'UFO' and I was instantly suspicious. Yet he made plain that he wanted t o 
explore every option to have the photographs assessed. He mentioned that CO'NTACT 
UK bad been to see him already, but he ~ us to look at the pictures too. To 
be honest, my fee ling was that Kr Langley <whom we quickly discovered to be a 
semi-professional photographer) bad set up the whole buisness as a sort of field 
rest for investigators and was del iberatly being both over co-operative and over 
cautious in how he descr i bed what he saw. 

Of course, this was a gut reaction. But you do not inves tigate hundreds of 
cases over more than a dozen years without gaining some int uition about 
witnesses. Naturally I made no such comments to Kr Langley and said I would put 
the matter to MUFORA and we would see what we might do. 

Befor e the next MUFORA meeting when we · were to di scuss the case , I s uggested 
to Peter Hough t hat we talk to t he witness and indapondontly s uss him out . Peter 
did eo a nd i rnmod:il.ltoly noted tho preci se same thing (which oven CONTACT mention 
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in their letter and which is obvious from the way the letter to the newspaper 
was written by the witness>. He was bending over backwards not to call what be 
saw a UFO. This was no mere foible. It seemed very deliberate. Both Peter and I 
had independently concluded the case was a set up, either for personal or more 
sinister reasons. VE knew for instance, that it was not beyond some organisation 
like CSICOP <comudttee for scientific investigation of claims of the paranormal> 
to 'seed' a fake case inot the UFO environ~nt to gauge investigational 
competence. Whilst you cannot go around suspecting this all the time, a 
suspicious !lind is healthy for a field investigator and this case was not 
hanging together. Were such a move planned by an outside body sticking it into 
the Yarrington paper <where I would almost certainly see it> might be more than 
coincidence. 

However, l!UFORA put the matter in the hands of Peter Hough <he wanted to 
handle it and I felt it wise if I kept slightly apart>. On 17 February <just 12 
days after Langley's letter was originally published) he sent to Peter prints of 
what he called our 'Mystery Object"'. He again repeated that he wanted to know 
"if you do find anythiung out about the 'object"'. 

The photographs were s tufdied at the next MUFORA gathering and there was 
hardly a dissenting voice amongst the members thnat the case was a phoney. We 
came up wi tb a number of reasons, beyond the curious behaviour of the witness 
<whom we had further tested by inviting to a public lecture given by Peter Hough 
and myself - but , extremely atypically, the witness professed no interes t in 
UFO's>. 

Some of the problems with the 1HQ pictures of the object <essentially a comet 
like glow not unlike the aircraft headlight photograph reproduced on the cover 
of my book 'UEO Study' are as follows. The two pictures were not entirely 
consistent with each other. The photographs were far too steady and 'set up' for 
the witness account of an object moving in and out of view. the relative 
brightness and size compared with the moon was bard to accept. And, of course, 
the apparently huge object <half a dozen times the size of the full moon> was 
not seeen by anybody else in Yarrington. I had been looking at the moon myself 
at that time and ought to have seen it. cerytainly the stock a nswer about 
witness selectivity cannot be applied, since the object was 'real' enough to 
turn up on the photographs. Overall the photographs were far too good to be 
true,_ were inconsistent with themselves and the story and that story was just 
too restrained to be plausable. XUFORA unanimously decided the case was a hoax. 

However, we did not just leave it at that. We sent the photographs to Tony 
Marshall from Sheffield, a professional wildlife photographer asscociated with 
the SSPR and who bas acted as analyst of our cases for some time . His work bas 
always been spot on before. He has no connections with Manchester University and 
the CONTACT UK statement that our analasys of the pictures bad anything to do 
with here is utterlly without foundation. It rather makes one question their 
further comments about Oxford University proving them genuine - somethi ng MUFORA 
would dearly love to see the evidence for. We would happily swallow humble pies 
if this case ia bona-fide, but we have no reason to believe so at this s tage. 

Tony Marshall, in his written report <25/11/86) says <unprompted) "I am 99~ 
certain that this is a hoax" JUs main reasons were that the moon i"s too clear 
and distinct and too white for the proffered film and camera type. Evidence of 
the grain texture supported this <indeed it was suggested later that the moon 
might be a 'cut out' burnt into the negative>. Marshall was convinced due to 
tech!lical features of the UFO image that it was "added during enlargement of the 
prints". 
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This - supporting so strongly what we felt and the peculiarities of the 
witness behaviour - was good enough for us. Peter Hough wrote the letter on 
advice froi!ID the next group gathering and submitted it to the Varringtom 
Messenger on 1/12/86. A copy was sent the same day to Xr Langley for his 
comments and he was informed that we were asking the Messenger to publish it in 
response to his and their request. Langley never replied .to us. 

The letter was published, with some tidying up, on 5 I>ecember. I visited the 
Yarrington Messenger offices beforehand to speak directly to their photographer 
and the person who edited the letter. I did this to ensure that they had spoken 
to Langley for his attitude towards publishing our comments. The photographers 
told me that they had been suspicious themselves but "it was a good story". I 
got a firm assurance that the Messenger were not party to any hoax. The 
editorial reporter told me that Langley had not tried to prevent the letter from 
being published but also <and the paper found this odd> had nothing to say in 
his defence. Indeed he asked to waive all right of reply until "after Contact UK 
come back to me with their conclusions". To be honest this rather fits our 
theory and m~kes little sense if the witness is genuine. He had every 
opportunity to stop our letter going into print or at least defend his own 
integrity or deny the charges. be chose not to do so. In the four months since 
our letter_ was published we have not seen any comment in the Warrington 
Messenger :tram either CONTACT UK or Mr Langley. One more curious thing you 
might say. ' 

I visited the editorial offices again about six weeks after the MUFORA letter 
was published. The paper bad received no comment from anyone, but promised to 
contact us if Langley ever did take up the option to respond. 

Peter's letter, incidentaly, simply recounts the facts, summarises what 
XUFORA did, gives some reasons for our suspicions and then quotes from the Tony 
Marshall analysis. Far from the last paragraph "being so disgusting it was 
omitted by the paper" <to repeat the words in CO!IT!CT UK's letter> - the final 
paragraph pof Peter's letter contains ~sentences. ~of those were printed 
verbatim. The final one merely says that we hope they will print our comments. 
Only the first sentence is missed out - so t.b.1s. must be the disgusting 
'paragraph'! It says only that "Xr Langley, for reasons best known to himself 
bas set out to hoodwink the public". Although this is immediately followed b; 
the <printed> comment that he "never claimed the object was a UFO'. To call 1hll 
disgusting appears something of an exaggeration. 

XUFORA is happy to leave it in your hands as to whether we have behaved in an 
outrageous or disgusting manner, as COBTACT and YUFOS allege, or whether we have 
simply responded to a public appeal to assess a story with the kind of 
investigational integrity that ufology requires. the kind also displayed by 
YYUFORG over Cracoe. the kind apparently lacking at YUFOS and at COBTACT UK. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HEI.p! 

Editor of UFO BRIGA!lTU still requires any information pertaining to FDO

FIGIITERS for a future publication. I am particularly intoroated in obto.ini ng 

obscure and rare sources such as old UFO magazines from 50' a , 00' a & 70' 0 , Or 

even better, perhaps you have a relative who served ao air crow in WYU . It 60 

why not ask him if he saw or remombors anything about the phuoomonon ..• and thon 

let me know. Any bolp wbataoover gratnfully recoivod. Hditorial address. 
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